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Maintenance Changes
Blackbaud NetCommunity version 7.1 SP3 Patch 1 includes these changes.

Version 7.1 SP3 Patch 1 (May 2018)
The following issues were addressed in this patch release.
l

l

l

l

This fix addresses an issue with processing Email Signup transactions when the constituent
record is linked to a Blackbaud NetCommunityaccount. Previously, with the The Raiser's Edge
plugin, when you attempted to process a signup request from the Email Signup part, an error
message displayed stating that the The Raiser's Edge constituent was already linked to a
Blackbaud NetCommunity user. Now, the error no longer occurs. (Work Item 802809)
This fix addresses an issue where communication consent information was not being written to
the constituent records in the Raiser's Edge. Previously, when you copied a Communication
Consent part in Blackbaud NetCommunity and included the part on a form, the consent
information was not written to Raiser's Edge. Now with this fix, the consent information is written
to the constituent records as expected. (Work Item 961205)
This fix addresses an issue where consent information wasn't being added to The Raiser's Edge
when the consent source was deleted. Previously, if you deleted the consent source from the
The Raiser's Edge, consent options selected on forms that included the Communication Consent
part were not passed to The Raiser's Edge. Now, this issue has been resolved. (Work Item
964758)
This fix addresses an issue where reCAPTCHA was intermittently failing. Previously, an "Unable to
load the reCAPTCHA image" error would display on forms where reCAPTCHA was configured.
Now, the error no longer occurs. (Work Item 970552)

